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Motion Name: Implement Ecosia Search Engine 

 

Background: 

- Ecosia is a search engine run by an environmental charity. In the same wayGoogle 

makes money through providing a billboard for adverts when you search 

something, Ecosia gets funds to plant trees in developing and deforested areas 

around the world. It looks and feels like Google without the privacy breaches of 

Google. It plants trees responsibly not just for the sake of planting trees and works 

with local communities around the world. Roughly every 56 searches funds one 

sapling. Think of the positive impact the University of Bristol could make. Even if it 

was made the official search engine of just the desktops around the Uni that would 

be 1000s of trees planted every year. If the student body was lobbied, and even 

just 1% changed to Ecosia on their computers, if they used the search engine a 

measly 20 times a day for a year, just on their computers, we could be responsible 

for the planting of more than 22,000 trees and making a positive impact on the 

lives of people around them. That's just from 170 people. Now think if people got it 

on their phone as well, or more than 1% of students. A final thought. If half the 

student body got Ecosia on their phone and computer making 40 searches a day 

in total, we could plant a forest of about 5000 acres in 365 days, that's 2.2 million 

trees. 

Purpose: 

- Lobbying the university and student body, the student union to adopt the search 

engine 

Action: 

- Advertising, setting an example by using it 
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Proposed by: Michael Natzler 

Seconded by: Lachlan Thorpe 

 


